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Introduction
Almost all CalMAN workflows include one or more RGB Balance charts.
These charts are typically used to plot and compare the different amounts of
red, green, and blue light produced by a display at different signal drive
levels. Because there are options on what information CalMAN can include in
each chart, occasionally there is confusion when comparing different RGB
Balance charts plotted from the same display.

RGB Balance Chart
Whenever you perform a Read Series measurement in CalMAN to measure a
display’s grayscale (white balance) performance, one of the primary charts
that will typically be used to present the measurement results will be the RGB
Balance chart (Figure 1).
This type of measurement might be done either before or after a display
calibration is performed, to illustrate and compare the display’s grayscale
performance before and/or after calibration is performed.
The RGB Balance chart indicates whether the proper balance of red, green,
and blue light is being produced to visually mix together to produce the
target color of white (typically D65 white).
The confusion that might occur in viewing or comparing these charts arises
because the RGB Balance chart has an option to also show whether the
luminance produced at each measured signal drive level meets the luminance
target for that particular signal drive level. The luminance target for each
signal drive level is determined by the selected EOTF/gamma response.

Figure 1. CalMAN RGB Balance chart, without measurement data.
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RGB Balance Chart Reference Options
When you right-click on an RGB Balance chart in one of the CalMAN
workflows and select “Properties,” the Properties panel appears on the right
side of the CalMAN screen (Figure 2). The chart options that we are
interested in for this guide are the Relative and Absolute options, in the
Reference section.

Figure 2. CalMAN Properties panel for RGB Balance chart.

Relative Reference
When the Relative Reference option is selected for a CalMAN RGB Balance
chart (either by default or by your selection), the chart shows only the
relative amounts of red, green, and blue light that are being produced by the
measured display at each signal drive level (Figure 3). Notice that when the
Relative option is selected, the center target line is labeled at 100, with
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higher levels above and lower levels below. These indicate the relative
percentage of colors that the display is producing, compared to what it
should produce to visually mix together to produce the target color of white.

Figure 3. RGB Balance chart set to Relative Reference, showing the uncalibrated
white balance/grayscale tracking performance of a display.

A relative reference chart should be used to evaluate RGB balance when
adjusting a display’s two point white balance controls (e.g. RGB cutoff/gain
controls). These controls are designed for adjusting a display’s relative color
balance at high and low signal drive levels, but not for adjusting the absolute
luminance (EOTF/gamma performance) produced at those two drive levels.
It is advantageous to view a relative reference RGB Balance chart while
adjusting a display’s two point white balance controls, to avoid trying to also
affect the display’s luminance response. When a display’s two point controls
are used to shift its luminance response, the display’s grayscale linearity is
often adversely affected.

Absolute Reference
Along with the relative percentage of colors that a display is producing,
compared to the balance required to produce our target color of white, we
sometimes also want to know the absolute luminance that the display is
producing at each measured drive level, compared to the target luminance
level at each of those drive levels.
When the Absolute Reference option is selected for an RGB Balance chart
(either by default or by your selection), the chart also plots the luminance
produced by each color, at each signal drive level, as compared to our target
EOTF/gamma response (Figure 4). The chart in figure 4 and the chart in figure
3 are from the same measurement data, from an uncalibrated display. Notice
that when the Absolute option is selected (Figure 4), the center target line is
labeled at 0, with high luminance errors plotted above the center line and
low luminance errors plotted below the center line.
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Figure 4. RGB Balance chart set to Absolute Reference, showing the uncalibrated
white balance/grayscale tracking performance of the same display as Figure 3.
With the chart set to Absolute Reference, it also indicates luminance errors
compared to the selected EOTF/gamma target.

An absolute reference chart should be used to evaluate RGB balance when
adjusting a display’s multi-point grayscale tracking controls (e.g. 10 point or
controls). These controls are designed for adjusting a display’s relative color
balance and the display’s absolute luminance (EOTF/gamma performance) at
multiple signal drive levels. Setting the RGB Balance chart to Absolute
Reference allows you to easily adjust each of the colors to its required
luminance target at each drive level adjustment point. You simply adjust each
color to the 0 center target line. Doing so produces both the target white
point balance and the target luminance response.

Comparing Relative and Absolute Reference Charts
Some CalMAN workflows are configured for adjusting either two-point white
balance controls or multi-point grayscale tracking controls, or both,
depending upon individual display capabilities. To accommodate these
different adjustment scenarios, a workflow may include RGB Balance charts
on a number of workflow pages, with some RGB charts defaulted to Relative
reference and others defaulted to Absolute. An RGB Balance chart on a 2-pt
white balance page will probably be defaulted to Relative reference, while an
RGB Balance chart on the post-calibration results page may be defaulted to
Absolute reference.
A number of workflows have a relative RGB Balance chart on their 2-pt white
balance page and an absolute RGB Balance chart on their post-calibration
results page. If you use one of these workflows to only calibrate a display’s
offset/gain white balance controls, then measure the results on the postcalibration results page, you may be surprised that the RGB Balance charts on
those two workflow pages look different.
This is illustrated in figures 5 and 6, below. The figures show the performance
of the same display, after a very acceptable 2-pt white balance calibration.
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Figure 5. Relative reference RGB Balance chart, showing performance of a display
after 2-pt white balance calibration.

The Relative reference RGB chart in figure 5 shows that the display is
producing very close to the correct balance of red, green, and blue light at
each signal drive level to visually mix together to produce the target color of
white.

Figure 6. Absolute reference RGB Balance chart, showing performance of same
display from figure 5 after 2-pt white balance calibration.

The Absolute reference RGB chart in figure 6 shows that, while the display is
producing the correct balance of red, green, and blue light at each signal
drive level, the absolute luminances being produced at each drive level are
not all correct, compared to the target luminance levels.
Unless you understand the difference between the relative and absolute
references for the two charts, you might be concerned when you see the two
charts showing you what appears to be significantly different performance
for the same display.
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About Portrait Displays
Portrait Displays, Inc., since 1993, is a leading application software provider
(ASP) for PC, smartphone, and tablet displays. The Portrait Displays team now
includes SpectraCal, the world’s leading provider of video display calibration
software. The combined companies offer value-added, feature-rich solutions
to both OEM display manufacturers and end users seeking improved accuracy
and manageability of their displays.
Portrait Displays, an Intel Capital Portfolio company, is a private corporation
with headquarters in Pleasanton, California, USA with representatives in
Europe, Taiwan, China, Japan, and Korea.

Contact Us

Submit a Technical Support Request:
http://calman.spectracal.com/techsupport.html
spectracal.com
sales@spectracal.com
+1-925-227-2700

Portrait Displays, Inc.
6663 Owens Drive
Pleasanton, CA 94588 USA
portrait.com
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